Abstract.
Introduction
All division algebras will be finite dimensional over their centers. If D is a division algebra with center F, then D is said to admit a nontrivial decomposition if D =■ D\ ®F D2 , where 1 < dimf (D¡) < dimF(£>) ( i = 1, 2 ). If D does not admit any nontrivial decompositions, D is said to be indecomposable.
Given a division algebra D with center F, the index of D (ind (D) ) is defined to be the square root of dim f (D) , and the exponent of D (exp (D) ) is defined to be the least integer k suchthat D®p-®pD (k times) is isomorphic to a matrix ring over F. It is well known that D is indecomposable only if ind(Z)) is a power of a prime. Further, if D has index and exponent p" for some prime p, then D is necessarily indecomposable.
A natural question, then, is the following: Given an arbitrary prime p, do there exist indecomposable division algebras of all indices p" and exponents pm, n > m > 1 ? This question (in its full generality) was first addressed by Saltman [S, Theorem 2.6] , who showed that for m > {n/2} + 1 (where {zz/2} is the least integer > n/2 ), the universal division algebras UD(p" , pm) of index p" and exponent pm are indecomposable. Recently, using results derived from the geometry of Brauer-Severi varieties, Schofield and van den Bergh [SvdB, Theorem 2.2] showed that the algebras UD(pn, pm) are indeed indecomposable for all zz and m such that zz > m > 2 .
In this paper we show that indecomposable division algebra of all indices p" and exponents pm (n > m > 2) can be constructed directly from cyclic algebras. Our construction requires the ground field to contain enough roots of unity, but it does not rely on difficult generic methods. We then use this technique to obtain a concrete family of indecomposable division algebras whose centers are rational function fields.
It is worth remarking that other special cases of indecomposable division algebras exist in the literature, for instance, Amitsur, Rowen, and Tignol [ART, Theorem 5 .1], index 8 and exponent 2, Tignol [T, Theorem 2] , index p2 and exponent p for odd primes p , and Jacob and Wadsworth [JW1, Remark 5 .6], index p" and exponent pm (n > m > {n/2} + 1 ). Also, Rowen [R, Theorem 5 ] describes a family of indecomposable algebras; however, his results depend on an absence of roots of unity. Finally, Jacob [J, Theorem 3.3] describes indecomposable algebras of index p" ( zz > 2, « > 3 if p = 2 ) and exponent p ; his examples remain the only known nongeneric examples of exponent p (and index an arbitrary power of p ).
The construction
First, some notation. Let F be a field containing all primitive p;th roots of unity ( j = 1,2,...), and for each j, choose a primitive p-'th root of unity 03j such that (of = oj7_i (j = 1,2,..., and where oe0 is understood to be 1). Given a, b in F -{0}, we write (a, b) " for the algebra generated by two symbols z, j subject to ip" = a, jp" = b, ij = ca"ji, and refer to such an algebra as a symbol algebra. It is well known that such an algebra is central simple over F, of dimension p2n. Thus, if A denotes this algebra, then A is isomorphic to a matrix ring over some division ring D. We define the index of A (ind(^)) to be the index of D. Also, we define Allp to be the algebra (a, b) +1 . By a standard identity (e.g. [D, Chapter 11, Lemma 6] ), (A1/p)p ~ A in the Brauer group of F (where (Al/py is the tensor product of Axlp with itself p times). Proposition 1. Let F be a field containing a primitive pn+x th root of unity (n> 1). Let a, b £ F -{0}, azzo" let A = (a, b) ". Assume that A is a division algebra iso its index is pn), and let pm (0 < m < n) be its exponent. Then Axlp is an indecomposable division algebra of index pn+x and exponent pm+x.
Proof. Clearly, ind(Axlp) < p"+1. On the other hand, since ind(A) is a power of p, by [A, p. 76, Lemma7] we have ind^1^) > p-ind((^1/p)p) = p-ind(^) = p"+1 . Thus, indiAxlp) is exactly p"+1 . Since we now have ind(^41^) = p-ind((Ax/p)p), Ax/p must be indecomposable by Saltman's criterion [S, Lemma 3.2] . Finally, since exp(^4) = pm , exp(Axlp) must be pm+x . D
The proposition above thus reduces the construction of indecomposable division algebras of index p" and exponent pm (n > m >2) to the construction of symbol algebras of index pn and exponent pm (n > m > I). One family of such algebras are the generic cyclic algebras described in [O, Propositions 2.1 and 2.2] (if one assumes that the ground field there contains enough roots of unity). We describe below a different construction that yields division algebras that are defined over rational function fields and are somewhat easy to compute with. These examples were inspired by the construction in [T, Theorem 1] .
Since the problem of indecomposablity is trivial if zrz = zz, we focus on the case where m < n . Let Fn be a field containing the primitive p-'th roots of unity 03j ( j = 1, ... , n+ 1 ) described above. Let k = n -m (so k > 1 by assumption), and let F = Fo(x0, x\, ... , xk,y) be the rational function field in the k + 2 indeterminates Xo, x\, ... , xk, y. We define Rn, m by Rn,m = (*o, *o -y)pm ®f {x\, x\ ' -y)p ®F (x2, xP" ■-y)p®F ■■■®F (jcfc_,, xpk_x -y)p ®F ixk, xk -y)p. Proposition 2. Rn,m is a division algebra of index p" and exponent pm, and is isomorphic to (v, a) " for some a in F.
Proof. For j = 0, 1, ... , k, let Ej be the field Fn(xn, X\, ... , Xj, y), and let Aj be the central simple algebra over Ej defined by Aj = (x0, 4 -ypk-])pm ®Ej (x,, xf " -ypk-')p ®Èj ■ •'• ®Ej (xj, xf" -ypk~¡)p (so that Ek is just F and Ak is just Rn,m)-We will first show inductively that Aj has index pm+j , from which it will follow that Rn,m has index p" . We will use valuation-theoretic results from [JW2] to establish this.
Assume 7 = 0. Consider A0 = (xo, xp -yp ) m . Recall that (Xq -yp ) factors completely into linear factors of the form (xo -oj'ky) {i = 0, 1, ... , pk -1 ). With respect to the (xn -jO-adic valuation on Fn (ie., the discrete valuation obtained by localizing Fo [xo, y ] at the height 1 prime ideal generated 1 lnm by (.Xo -y)) the field Eoixfv ) is unramified over Fo. In particular, the valuation extends uniquely from Fo to Eoixf ) and the value group does 1 /nm not grow. Hence the value of the norm from Eoixfp ) to £o of any nonzero element in Fo^o'^ ) *s a multiple of pm . Since (Xq -ypk) has value 1, it follows that ixp -ypk)1 cannot be the norm of an element in F0(x01/P ) for 0 < / < pm . Hence A0 has exponent, and consequently index, pm . Now assume that 0 < j < k and that A¡-\ has been shown to have index pm+J-1. Let Ejh denote the henselization of Ej with respect to the ixj -y)-adic valuation, and consider A¡n = Aj ®Ej Ej".
Notice that the factor ixj, xP ' -yp ') ®e¡ Ej,h ( = N> say) has the same form as [JW2, Example 4.3] . In particular, it is a nicely semiramified division algebra, in the terminology of [JW2, §4] . (Of course, A/ can also be seen to be a division algebra by an argument analagous to that used for A0.) Recalling that the residues of Xj and y are equal with respect to this valuation, we find that the residue of Ej¡n (which equals the residue of Ej) is just is)_i and that the residue N of N is Ej-\(yxlp). If we put z = yxlp, then N is just Fo(xo, X\, ... , X/_i , z), a rational function field in 7 + 1 variables. Now observe that the elements x, and xf -yp ( i -0, 1, ... , j-1 ) are all units with respect to the (x, -y)-adic valuation. Let / denote the division algebra similar to (x0, xp" -ypk~')pm ®Ej,h {x\, xf~l -ypk~')p ®Ejtk ■ • ■ ®£>,t ixj-i, xP_{J -yp ~') in the Brauer group of Ejh . The (x7 -y)-adic valuation extends to / since E¡n is henselian. It follows from [JW2, Example 2.4(i) and Proposition 2.5] that / is inertial over Ejn, and if 7 denotes the residue of /, that 7®Ej_i N is similar to the algebra (xo, xp -zp " " ) ®ñ (x,,xf"' -zpk-u-l . Writing a for the product of ao and the a¡; 's ( j = 1, ... , k ), and noting that the index of Rn,m is p" , we get that R",m is indeed isomorphic to (y, a) ". D Theorem. The algebras RxJPm (= (y> û)"»+i) are indecomposable division algebras of index pn+x and exponent pm+x in > m > 1). Proof. This is immediate from Propositions 1 and 2. D
